NOTE: SUMP IS DW INTO THE ACCESS OPENING NECK.

WATERTIGHT COVER - 21 7/8" O.D.
TOP OPENING - 20 3/4" I.D.
ACCESS COVER (OPTIONAL) AVAILABLE IN EITHER
32" J.D. OR 36" I.D.
LEVER LOCK HANDLE

WATERTIGHT COVER - 38 1/8" O.D.
TOP OPENING - 36" I.D.
ACCESS COVER (OPTIONAL) AVAILABLE IN EITHER
34 1/2" O.D. OR 38 1/2" O.D.

INSIDE FIELD LAY-UP
OUTSIDE FIELD LAY-UP
COLLAR
FACTORY LAY-UP
SEAM JOINTS

AVAILABLE IN HEIGHT INCREMENTS OF 12" STARTING AT 36" HIGH
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